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We did not volunteer to review the first issue of Critical Studies on Terrorism. It was
the editor of Studies in Conflict and Terrorism who, in the spirit of encouraging properly
critical debate, invited us to do so. Inured to the questionable theorizing, methodological
confusion, and policy irrelevance of the discipline of international relations as it developed
in the wake of the Cold War, even we were somewhat surprised by the tone (strident),
theoretical content (pretentious), and approach (sweepingly assertive) of the new journal.
Consequently, our review charted this pseudo-academic descent into self-regarding, and
self-referential, incoherence.

Priya Dixit and Jacob Stump provide a thoughtful commentary upon our review and
also attempt to show what a properly “critical approach” to the study of terrorism might
entail. Let us state, from the outset, that we agree with several of Dixit and Stump’s broad
observations. Equally, there are areas where we disagree, or believe that their criticisms
misread or misrepresent our analysis. In particular, we would contend that Dixit and Stump
overestimate the capacity of critical theorists to solve the problems that they acknowledge
we have identified.

Dixit and Stump, therefore, provide a useful platform for us both to respond to their
criticisms and examine further the fault-lines that traverse critical and conventional terrorism
research in terms of: state bias; critical theory and emancipation; the epistemological issues
raised by relativism, objectivism and contextualism; and terrorism as practice. We shall
address the points they raise with respect to those subheadings.
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Evidence for State Bias

We argued in our original review that it was not our intention to defend what may be termed
orthodox or traditional terrorism studies. As analysts, we have, for the better part of two
decades, and long before critical terror studies was conceived, expressed reservations about
the ruling assumptions of what passes for terrorism studies.1

For this reason we are entirely receptive to the view that traditional terrorist studies
privilege the state and depict it as struggling against a protean and destructive phenomenon
termed terrorism. Such approaches are evident in the literature and do limit methodological
rigor, as Dixit and Stump maintain. We also agree with their claim that researchers should
be more transparent about how they situate themselves in the field and understand the key
terms they deploy.

At the same time, in our review, we nevertheless questioned the manner in which
contributors to Critical Studies on Terrorism assumed, rather than showed, that state bias
existed in the conventional literature. In this, critical theory unconsciously mirrors the
practice of traditional analysts who assume that “terrorism” constitutes an existential threat
to the state without empirically demonstrating this to be the case. By contrast, Dixit and
Stump’s survey of syllabi in U.S. universities gives some empirical support to their claim
concerning state bias. Dixit and Stump, in other words, make the intellectual effort to
demonstrate their hypothesis, which the editors and contributors to the first edition of
Critical Studies on Terrorism conspicuously did not.

It would have been interesting, however, if Dixit and Stump had extended their survey
of syllabi and degree programs to British and Australian universities. Here they would
have discovered a significant corrective to state bias. A brief review of courses offered
on terrorism and international relations in British universities and among the so-called
Australian Great Eight institutions reveals a systematic predilection for courses that adopt,
or incorporate, critical approaches to the study of terrorism along with a more general
propensity to promote critical security studies. Our survey of tertiary institutions in the
United Kingdom with established reputations for political and international studies found
that out of 42 universities sampled 37 (88 percent) indicated clear evidence of critical and
poststructuralist approaches within teaching syllabi and course programs, and/or represent
the teaching and research orientation of members of the faculty cohort.2

In our original review we particularly took issue with the belief, held by a number
of contributors to Critical Studies on Terrorism, and reflected in British and Australian
university programs, that conventional terrorism research deliberately conspires both to
de-legitimize the critical voice and marginalize the non-Western “other.” In this regard,
we found that critical theory engages in sweeping generalizations about the Western media
presentation of terrorism and assumes or cherry picks facts to demonstrate political bias and
a predetermined state conspiracy. Such a critical worldview again unconsciously mirrors
the weakness of traditional terror studies during the Cold War, where writers like Claire
Sterling in The Terror Network detected the hidden-hand of the Soviet Union behind every
significant violent sub-state actor of the time. As we stated in our review, conventional and
critical approaches often seem two sides of the same debased coin.

More generally, the soi disant critical orientation of Critical Studies on Terrorism
embraces the uncritical assumption that Western democracies have engaged in a conspir-
acy to demonize resistance by third world and particularly Muslim non-state actors. The
critical approach thus places the assumption of the questionable and malign motivation
of democratic governments (that nevertheless, and somewhat ironically, support the criti-
cal research agenda through the grant giving machinery) above conceptual precision and
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hypothesis testing. In the process, critical thinking problematically imports the paranoid
outer reaches of the blogosphere into academia, thus legitimizing the conspiracies of hidden-
hands, sinister schemes, malign forces, secret agendas, and controlling systems of power
purveyed on websites like Spinwatch and Neocon Europe.

In this context, Dixit and Stump’s proposal to advance critical inquiry by “de-
naturalizing the state” is less than helpful, not least because it merely reinforces the
obsessive suspicion of the state that defines critical terrorology’s worldview. In particu-
lar, Dixit and Stump’s suggestion is based on the reductionist claim by Weldes, Laffey,
Gusterson and Duvall that the whole field of “security studies” (an ill-defined subject area
at the best of times) is predicated on immutable state threats. Consequently:

Actors and their insecurities are naturalized in the sense that they are treated
as facts that, because they are given by the nature of the interstate system,
can be taken for granted. Taken as natural facts, states and other organized
actors become the foundational objects the taken-for-granted of which serves
to ground security studies.3

The proposed “de-naturalizing” of the state rests on this flimsy criticism of security studies,
which raises more questions than it answers. What, we might ask, does “de-naturalizing”
the state really mean? Taken to its logical conclusion it implies that we cannot discuss states
as social facts. Nor can a de-naturalized perspective accept that the international system
is primarily composed of states that express themselves through collective identities and
interests and give material form to these through institutions and symbols that range from
flags and anthems to national airlines and armed forces.

From the constructivist ontology that Dixit and Stump embrace it appears that because
there are no social facts that are not socially constituted there can be no such thing as facts
at all. But if states cannot at a minimum be construed as social facts with histories and
interests then how, we might wonder, can we begin to study their actions? In their subsequent
discussion of terrorism as practice, the world Dixit and Stump inhabit is comprised purely
of discourses and practices. Even a state’s terror strategy, from this perspective, erroneously
assumes an “objectively existing phenomenon.”4

Extending the process of de-naturalization, moreover, leads to some bizarre and nihilis-
tic conclusions. The logic of constructivism would entail “de-naturalizing” not just the state,
but all social arrangements, and any human organization, from nationalities, governments,
and sub-state actors, to universities, academic journals, language and the constitution of
the self itself. Ultimately, such “de-naturalization” undermines the foundations of social
inquiry. All human institutions, from the state downwards, rest on assumptions and prac-
tices that are socially and historically constituted. All institutions and social structures can
therefore be deconstructed.5

Fundamentally, there is nothing particularly novel about this insight that in fact began
with the ancient Greek distinction between nomos and physis.6 Yet, if a program of inquiry
simply regards constitutive processes as the only thing worth studying, then all phenomena
collapse back into language, which robs everything, including constructivism itself, of
meaning. As the Australian philosopher John Anderson observed of this style of thinking,
it functions “as a substitute at once for philosophy and for a real theory of language.”7

The point is, as we argued in our review, that to achieve a genuine understanding we must
either investigate the facts that are talked about or study the fact that they are talked about
in a certain way. If we concentrate on the uses of language we are in danger of taking
our discoveries about manners of speaking as answers to questions about what is there.
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This path leads not to any meaningful insight, but to the paradoxes of idealism Jorge Luis
Borges explored in his Ficciones. In Borges’s short story “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius,” the
metaphysicians of the imaginary world of Tlön (or the world conceived by constructivism)
do not seek “for the truth, or even for verisimilitude,”8 which they consider devoid of
interest, but instead pursue a “kind of amazement.”9

For, ultimately, if human agents are themselves, as Dale Copeland notes, merely
“puppets of the ideational system in which they find themselves” then “each would exist as
a socially conditioned ‘Me’, without the free-willed ‘I’ capable of resisting the socialization
process.”10 Such a condition of linguistic mutability, in fact, undermines any transformative
possibility for the international system, or indeed anything else. Yet, ironically, this is the
very thing constructivists and critical theorists want to show is possible.

Furthermore, if Dixit and Stump do not accept the logic of their constructivism, which
abandons academic engagement for the path of Tlönist astonishment, then they must assert,
somewhat arbitrarily, that we should de-naturalize the state, yet leave all other social
institutions in their “natural” state. Such a method only frames the debate in a way that
favors a set of ideological preferences, which inevitably prejudices the outcome of any
inquiry by determining that all problems are the fault of the state and its insidious systems
of exclusion.

Dixit and Stump’s proposed de-naturalization of the state, therefore, fails any adequate
standard of hypothesis testing. Put simply, you cannot “de-naturalize” the one thing you
might object to in the current political system, but leave all other practices and social ar-
rangements, including the constitutive positions you occupy, naturalized as if you existed in
Olympian detachment. As we pointed out in our review, at best this position is intellectually
incoherent, and at worst hypocritical.

We exemplified this point in our initial review with reference to Ken Booth’s contra-
dictory assertion that critical theorists must recognize that they inhabit a world constituted
by powerful ideological systems, yet must themselves “stand outside” those systems.11

Such schemes repeat the Marxian fallacy of false consciousness, asserting that everyone,
apart from the critically initiated, has their understanding distorted by the ideology in dom-
inance. Critical theory apparently endows its disciples with the unique capacity to “stand
outside” these systems of dominance and see through the othering processes of the state.
Meanwhile, those trapped in the quotidian reality of the state have no access to this higher
insight. Booth’s article in Critical Studies on Terrorism shows where this style of thinking
leads: to the conviction that the followers of critical theory alone can transcend the mundane
and the political.

Critical Theory’s Commitment to Emancipation and Transformation,
or the Consequences of Oughtism

Dixit and Stump further contend that effective critical terrorism research should be advanced
by redefining critical studies in a way that abandons the Frankfurt School’s insistence on
emancipatory and transformative praxis. Thus, the authors maintain, to be properly “critical”
merely requires “drawing attention to how meanings are formulated, identities produced
and actions legitimated”12 in ways that are not necessarily normative or emancipatory.

We sympathize with Dixit and Stump’s aspiration to modify the critical preoccupation
with the abstract transformation of the prevailing national and international order, but find
their prescriptions either banal or self-defeating. In their desire to disassociate critical theory
from its Frankfurt School roots, Dixit and Stump want to move critical terrorism studies in
directions that critical theorists would necessarily resist. This is a reasonable ambition but
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would only further confuse the notion of critical theory. Adherence to the Frankfurt School
and its Habermasian verities are in fact constitutive of this critical identity. In critical theory
circles, criticism and the Frankfurt school are synonymous.

Despite their heroic attempt to divorce criticism from critical theory, Dixit and Stump’s
claim that the “critical can mean a range of non-traditional ways of doing research,”13 is
too vague. The authors cite Karin Fierke to the effect that to be “critical” means looking
at issues in fresh ways, questioning existing assumptions, and opening up new spaces of
inquiry. This seems entirely unremarkable. If all they mean is that to be critical is to be
skeptical, well, that is surely the task of any properly conceived scholarly exercise.

Yet, skepticism is precisely what critical theorists disavow. To be critical in the Frank-
furt school sense is to be engagée, that is to say, committed to the project of emancipating
the silenced “other” and transforming the state based international order along normative,
postnational, communicatively rational, lines. If the answer to any inquiry is already deter-
mined then skepticism is negated. The critical terror approach is not skeptical, and it is not
academic. It is actually a debased form of faith.

In this regard, Dixit and Stump considered the references in our original review to
critical theory’s disciples, prophets, and commandments a “facile” grab.14 They were not
intended to be. Our comments made a serious point. The critical approach meets the criteria
for inclusion in what the political philosopher, Michael Oakeshott, termed the “politics of
faith.” It is a closed system of thought, the ruling assumptions of which are unfalsifiable. It is
neither pluralist nor, as our experience with its high priesthood demonstrates, open-handed
in debate.15

Critical terrorism study is, therefore, not so much a system of academic thought but
what Eric Voegelin described as a “new political religion.”16 In our view, the practice of
faith should be confined to churches, mosques, and other places of worship. That critical
terrorism studies, and its critical security studies variants, may be found in international
relations departments on Western campuses, attracting large numbers of students to its
creed, does not mean that it constitutes a rigorous, self-critical, method of investigation. Its
transcendental belief in transformation and emancipation assumes a world that ought to be.
It does not, as realists do, accept the world as it is. It was precisely this form of oughtism
that Machiavelli, the founder of modern political science, dismissed in The Prince.

That such a transcendental idealism pervades critical theory is evident, as we demon-
strated, from the statements of critical terrology’s leading protagonists. Thus, Ken Booth
asserts that the imperative of international relations is not merely to interpret the world
but to change it.17 Meanwhile, Anthony Burke holds that international issues should be
pursued with a normative bias toward nonviolence and universal human emancipation. The
process requires the “political taming of unbounded capitalism,” leading to a transcenden-
tal “telos of mutual understanding” where we recognize the “human interconnection and
mutual vulnerability to nature, the cosmos and each other.”18 Such an approach conforms
not to scientific inquiry but to what Voegelin saw as Gnosticism, namely, a “purported
direct, immediate apprehension or vision of truth without the need for critical reflection.”19

Given this transcendentalist predilection, we submit that Dixit and Stump overestimate the
capacity of existing critical theory to reform itself into a methodologically coherent system
of thought.

Additionally, we would further question what exactly Dixit and Stump’s call for greater
methodological plurality entails and why it should necessarily characterize a particularly
“critical” study of terrorism? Advancing their version of pluralism, Dixit and Stump claim
that our original review contended that “a questioning stance toward terrorism automatically
implies hatred of ‘Western politicians and the media.”20 We did not, in fact, say this.
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In academia, a questioning stance is always welcome. What we argued, however, was
that critical theory’s commitment to emancipation and transformation limits what can be
questioned and thus forecloses intellectual diversity.21 It is mind-closing, not mind-opening.

That said, we would agree with Dixit and Stump’s contention that critical theory’s
“focus on emancipation as a goal is problematic because it ignores whose [original italics]
emancipation ‘we’ should be concerned about.”22 This is a limitation that we have in
fact previously identified, observing that self-proclaimed critical theorists often appear
confused about who precisely they should be emancipating. In particular, critical theory
seems caught between its empathy for the non-Western “other” and the universalist, yet
essentially postmodern Western, emancipationist agenda that it also advances.23 To avoid
the paradox at its core, critical theorists revert to faith-based affirmation and the suppression
of questioning voices.

As we have argued elsewhere, critical theorists find it more convenient to deplore the
informal practices of exclusion they find at work in Western liberal-democracies than to
criticize the formal systems of repression, torture, and enslavement practiced in the non-
Western world. Consequently, the critical position frequently affords solace to non-liberal
or authoritarian regimes and practices of thought (as we demonstrated with reference to
its empathy with the radical Islamist agenda).24 Ironically, analysts pursue this soi disant
critical agenda from within the same Western campuses that permit their ideas and illiberal
practices to flourish.

Relativism, Objectivism, and Contextualism

From what we have both observed and experienced, critical theory subscribes to the view
that knowledge is power. To this end, its high priests seek to control hiring and firing on
university appointment committees in departments of international relations, and dominate
state agencies charged with allocating grants for research. In this way, they function as
a classic Neo-Marxist cultural vanguard pursuing their Gramscian Long March through
the institutions, closing the academic mind in the process. Arguably, they have succeeded
in many departments of international relations in Britain and Australia where critical
theory and constructivist approaches now prevail. This social fact tends to invalidate their
somewhat exaggerated assertions that critical theory represents the only means to open
discourse to “dissident voices.”25 If you are the orthodoxy and sedulously enforce it, you
cannot, except through a process of Orwellian doublethink, also be a dissident.26

This brings us to Dixit and Stump’s most acerbic criticism, namely, our “facile criti-
cisms” of “relativist research” and their own preference for methodological contextualism.
Contextualism, they aver, overcomes the “artificial,” “relativist-foundationalist” dualism,
which according to Bent Flyvberg makes it “easy to think but hard to understand.” Fol-
lowing Flyvberg via the poststructuralism of Michel Foucault, Dixit and Stump contend
that something called “situational ethics, that is, by context [sic]”27 should replace the
problematic relativist/foundationalist dichotomy to which our work allegedly subscribes.
Contextualism, in this recension, “depended on the effective limits of the present and the
circumstantially available norms rooted in historical and personal contexts.” Dixit and
Stump continue: “the limits to what can be thought said and done are practically sustained
within and through social norms.”28 More particularly, they assert, “our sociality and his-
tory, according to Foucault, is the only foundation we have . . . and this social historical
foundation is fully adequate.”29

This contextualism strikes us as incoherent. Its normativism is both worryingly de-
terminist and oddly foundationalist. It is not the place here to explore the limitations of
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Foucauldian thinking. Suffice to say the archpriest of deconstruction and genealogy demon-
strated a limited grasp of linguistic philosophy and selectively adapted the historical record
to suit his genealogical conclusions. His situational ethics, moreover, led him to identify
with both the excesses of the Iranian revolution and Maoist style vigilantism rather than
due legal process. This might be a situational adjustment, but it can only be ethical if might
is right and knowledge is power.

More generally, we do not subscribe to something termed foundationalism and would
make two points about relativism. Firstly, we would recognize that the recourse to the tactics
of terror by a non-state actor has to be located in a historical and contingent experience.
This we would argue is what our work on Islamism attempts to do and we would see
an analogous attempt to situate contemporary non-state organizations that have sought
to utilize campaigns of violence in the work of those writers like Walter Laqueur and
Bruce Hoffman, which Dixit and Stump find problematically realist. The awareness of
the contingent experiences that shape the emergence of violent non-state actors, and state
responses to them, requires of course both careful research and access to documentary
material that may only be forthcoming in the fullness of time. It is, then, a historical
mode of inquiry that attends to human behavior and its discursive expression in contingent
circumstances. To confuse it with science and causality would be to commit categorical
error. To see this approach as either relativist or anti-relativist is to misunderstand and
misrepresent the nature of such an inquiry.

Secondly, as Isaiah Berlin observed in a reflection on the history of political thought
and relativism, it is possible to be relativist about values, but not about facts. Dixit and
Stump’s contextualism, however, suggests they subscribe to a relativism concerning social
facts. As the neglected Australian philosopher J.L. Mackie noted:

any thinker who alleges all truth is relative [or as Dixit and Stump would contend
contextual] is either saying nothing at all or else cannot avoid committing
himself to some assertions for which he claims simple and absolute truth. It
may be alleged that something exists from only a certain point of view; but
(even if it made sense to speak of existing from a certain point of view) the fact
that a certain thing exists from a certain point of view is itself a simple fact, it
just is so, and not from any point of view.30

In other words, if some so-called truths, or to use the argot of Dixit and Stump, “practices,”
are socially relative, then that they are so is a truth that is not socially relative. Further,
once the relativist, situational ethicist, or contextualist (take your pick) has acknowledged
that she is herself claiming to know some absolute truths, she cannot consistently reject,
on general grounds, all other claims to knowledge of truth. She would have to show in
what way her thinking and observation are more accurate than those of the people whose
assertions embody merely relative truths or those, in the context of terrorism studies, that
the overly naturalized state has legitimated. Critical theory, of course, gets around such
self-refuting relativism by refusing to address it and silencing those voices that raise it as a
problem in its research design.

Dixit and Stump, in this respect, misunderstand our position, which is not so much
anti-relativist, as against a form of equivalence that is ultimately corrosive of Western
self-understanding. The reckless minds that pursue critical theory exploit the relativist turn
in Western thought given to them by a Western tradition of self-questioning in order to
equate liberal–democratic pluralism with the worst kinds of oppressive tyranny. In this
cynical exercise the editorial board of Critical Studies on Terrorism exploits the traditional
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openness of the Western academy to self-criticism in order to situate themselves in positions
of academic power whence they proceed to suppress the practice of open debate.

Terrorism as Practice

Dixit and Stump’s final point about treating terrorism as practice is perhaps even less
convincing than their contextualist methodology. This is not because they are wrong,
but that they are making a distinction where there is not really a difference. Strategic
theory, properly understood, always treats the study of terrorism (the creation of fear
for political ends) as a practice. Moreover, this understanding has been central to rigorous
strategic analysis for several decades, as we demonstrated with respect to the classic writings
of Thomas Schelling. Such an understanding, therefore, does not begin with either Charles
Tilly or Richard Jackson. We suggest that Dixit and Stump read some proper strategic
theory rather than relying on those who misrepresent it through the opaque lens of critical
theory.

Conclusion

By way of conclusion we would like to point to an interesting feature of this exchange with
Dixit and Stump, namely, that it occurs in a U.S. journal, with an American editor, who
is prepared to see his own work criticized by two U.S.-based academics. Such a critical
exchange would not take place in any current British or Australian journal of international
relations, let alone in Critical Studies on Terrorism, in thrall as it is to its soi disant critical
orthodoxy. The actions of the editors of Critical Studies on Terrorism in response to our
original review reinforce this impression. Rather than robustly contest our review in an
open forum, they preferred instead to compose slighting messages to the editor of Studies
in Conflict and Terrorism, impugning our motives, our “sub-scholarly polemic” and our
integrity.31 We are neither offended nor surprised by such an ad hominem response. Such
tactics are commensurate with the faith-based nature of the critical orthodoxy, instinctively
averse to the questioning of its position, and like any inquisitorial closed-minded association
predisposed to suppress dissent wherever it may arise.

Dixit and Stump clearly disagreed with many of our arguments, but they had the
professional respect to set out their position and critique our stance on the printed page. By
contrast, smears and denunciation deserve no respect. This journal offered the editors, of
what we understand is the rapidly diminishing “Welsh School” of critical terror studies, the
opportunity to respond to our review, but they declined. If they have a counter-argument
then they should attempt to express it. However, in the interest of objective scientific inquiry,
let us put a thesis out there for us to test: the hypothesis is that the editors of the journal of
Critical Studies on Terrorism are unable to respond with a counter-argument for one simple
reason: they do not have one.
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